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ABOUT DEHUAN

MARINE FOAM &LEISURE LIFE JACKETS   
 & 

FISHING JACKETS

INFLATABLE LIFE JACKETS

IMMERSION SUIT

LIFE RAFTS

LIFE BUOYANCY

LIFE LIGHT SERIES

SIGNAL AND LIFE RAFT FITTINGS

FIGHT-FIGHTER’S EQUIPMENT

KAYAK&CANOE
&

FIRE HOSE

FIRE COUPLING

FIRE EXTINGUISHER & FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENTS
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OTHER MARINE & FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENTS
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KAYAK&CANOE ACCESSORIES
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        Shanghai Dehuan limited company is an industry which specializes in developing, producing and selling such products 
as marine life saving and fire fighting equipment as well as water leisure appliances. It is located in Xingwei ndustrial park, 
Shanghai Pudong New Development Area, and it just takes 30 minutes to get to the Pudong orHongqiao Airport, which makes
 it very convenient for you to go. 

         Marine life-saving products mainly include marine life jacket, leisure life jacket, lifebuoy, life raft, lifejacket and life buoy 
light, immersion suit, ladder ,signal and fitting.

         Fire-fighting equipment mainly include dry powder fire extinguisher, carbon dioxide fire extinguisher, foam&water fire
 extinguisher, fire hose ,fire couplings ,fire valve,fire sprinklers, spray gun, emergency escape breathing device, self-contained 
positive pressure air breathing apparatus, fireman protective suit, chemical protective suit, fire-fighter’soutfit.

         At the same time, our company sells other accessories related to marine life-saving, fire fightingequipment for vessels. 
Also kinds of kayak&canoe for water leisure appliances 

         Most of the products in our company have gained the certification of many Ship Survey Administration including CCS, 
GL, BV, NK as well as CE. Meanwhile we have also established complete quality management system, and have obtained 
ISO9001 quality certificates. The development and detection of the whole products are made in strict accordance with the 
standards of SOLAS,MED,USCG, LSA, Code ,IMO, MSC. 81(70) ,EN. Most of the products are the same as or superior to 
other products of the samekinds. Our products have been applied to different fields such asship sailing, island fishing boat, 
water sports and leisure areas. They can be the most ideal and reliable products for sailors, fish men as well as the people 
who like to play on water. 

         The workers of Dehuan company are making great efforts to lead a head in manufacturing anddeveloping the lifesaving 
appliances, we are trying our best to provide the customers with the better and more secure products. Our commodities aim 
at not only the domestic market, they are also popular with the rest of the world such as America, France, Australia, Norway, 
Spanish, Korea, Japan ,Southeast Asia, the Middle East and so on. 

         Our products are your best choice; Your choice is our greatest honor. Your safety, our duty.
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不可充电式 Non-rechargeable battery





















Package Size:100*32*50/130*32*50CM;

                       10PCS/CTN

Package Size:100*32*50/130*32*50CM;
                       10PCS/CTN
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Rope material:Manila rope

Rope material:Manila rope
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